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YTD Absence: 4 Late: 2

Days Present: 44.00
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English II Teacher:Section:Course: EN200 Thomas Baeniarn04

Absent: 3 Tardy: 1

Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Semester 1 Quarter 3

Grade A B B+ B+

Effort 4 3 4
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We began this quarter in Writers' Workshop with letter writing and then moved on to autobiographical pieces.  
The students are about to hand in interviews that they have conducted with individuals of their choice.  
Gregory's letter to Tom Hanks was enthusiastic, thorough, and smoothly written. It made me eager to read more 
of his work.  For the autobiography assignment, Gregory did a nice job of showing how he and his brother are 
different, but still a team.  He completed an additional revision of this piece which made it a tighter, more vivid 
piece of writing.  I am looking forward to reading Gregory's interview with John Smith.  It sounds as if John is the 
kind of person who will have a lot of wisdom to share, and I am glad that Gregory's recognizes this about him.  
Gregory always brings a great deal of positive energy to class. The whole class benefits from his enthusiastic 
participation.  Good luck in the fourth quarter, Gregory.

Alg II/Trig (Hon) Teacher:Section:Course: MA260 Fernando Niasen01

Absent: 4 Tardy: 2

Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Semester 1 Quarter 3

Grade A- B B- B

Effort 4 3

Exam C

What was taught/covered.  What is being evaluated for this term.  Appears above the individual student What was taught/covered.  What is being evaluated for this term.  Appears above the individual student 
comment.
Greg is progressing satisfactorily in Alg II/Trig.  He demonstrates effective listening and thinking skills and seems 

         



Grade: 10Dellerege, Greg Charles

Course: MA260 Alg II/Trig (Hon) (continued)

to attain daily learning objectives.  However, he was not consistently successful on tests and quizzes.  I to attain daily learning objectives.  However, he was not consistently successful on tests and quizzes.  I 
recommend that he review his material frequently and see me for additional, individual assistance when needed. It 
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recommend that he review his material frequently and see me for additional, individual assistance when needed. It 
is a pleasure to have him in class.

Chemistry (Lab) Teacher:Section:Course: SC230 Lindsey Lir01

Absent: 2 Tardy: 1

Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Semester 1 Quarter 3

Grade B+ B B- B

Effort 4 3 3

Exam B-
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Ancient Civilization Teacher:Section:Course: SS420 Joseph Dasece04

Absent: 3 Tardy: 1

Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Semester 1 Quarter 3

Grade A- B+ B+ A-

Effort 4 3 4

Exam B+
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Grade: 10Dellerege, Greg Charles

Spanish III (Hon) Teacher:Section:Course: FL335 Deena Bimiff01

Absent: 3 Tardy: 1

Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Semester 1 Quarter 3

Grade B+ B+ A- A-

Effort 4 4 4

Exam A-
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Gregory has learned to relax and have confidence in his ability to learn and process fairly large amounts of 
material at a time.  He works well independently, and does not need nor ask for a lot of class time to go over 
grammar or verb forms. Because he studies forms and rules so carefully, the questions that he does ask reflect 
well thought out observations rather than requests for verb forms or vocabulary definitions.  Gregory seems to 
enjoy our extemporaneous conversations.  This oral work helps the students develop conversational flexibility; 
those who need to do a lot of mental translating before they can express their ideas often have trouble making 
themselves understood.. 

Quarter GPA 4.22

Curr GB Avg 81.50Qtr GB Avg 84.00
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